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How many (semantic) facts
How many (semantic) facts can we find
How many (semantic) facts can we find in Google Search results?
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owl:sameAs on store
Is URI?

- yes:
  - Acquire URIs set from sameas.org
  - Google Search for URIs
- no:
  - Invoke Google Search
  - Triplify Results Using Any23.org

- Local Repository
- yes:
  - Semantic Data Present?
  - Local Repository

- Semantic Data Present?
  - yes:
    - Local Repository
Fact Extraction
URI as Subject

\[ \text{select ?x {URI ?p ?x.}} \]

\[ \text{select ?x {?x ?p URI.}} \]
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select ?x {URI ?p ?x.}
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```
select ?x {URI ?p ?x.}
```
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![Bar Chart]

- **Subject**
- **Object**
- **[Legend](#)**

- **Axes:**
  - **X-axis:** 100, 200, 300, 400, 500
  - **Y-axis:** 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, 100, 120, 140, 160

- **Bars:**
  - **100:** Subject: 120, Object: 50
  - **200:** Subject: 140, Object: 60
  - **300:** Subject: 150, Object: 80
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